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Dean

data structures, computer architecture and
programming through engaging, hands-on
projects to provide relevant frameworks for their
applications.

Dear Friends,
It has been another exciting and productive
year for the College of Engineering and Science
at Louisiana Tech University. Our students
and faculty continue to have an impact
internationally, nationally, regionally and locally
as you will read in many of the articles in this
year’s annual report. As we begin the 2016-17
academic year, we are welcoming our largest and
probably most highly qualified class of freshmen.
The average ACT score of our 800+ incoming
freshmen is 26.1, and nearly 300 of them are part
of the College Honors Program. It will be exciting
to see the new ideas and enthusiasm these
students bring to our College during the next few
years.
I believe these students are choosing Louisiana
Tech because we provide an unparalleled,
integrated educational experience not found in
most engineering and science programs across
the nation. Starting this fall, the Living with Cyber
curriculum is being implemented for all incoming
Computer Science and Cyber Engineering majors.
Modeled after our internationally recognized
Living with the Lab engineering curriculum, this
year-long series of courses teaches fundamental
concepts and skills such as algorithm design,

To further expand our capability to offer exciting
curricula like with Living with Cyber, we hope to
break ground on the new Integrated Engineering
and Science Education Building this academic
year. The $37million facility will provide the
College an additional 128,800 square feet of
classrooms, laboratories and project spaces, and
it will be located on Dan Reneau Drive near
Nethken and Bogard Halls. This new space is
critically needed, as we have experienced a 25
percent increase in College enrollment over the
past three years as well as a 75 percent increase
in our incoming freshman class during the same
period.
The leadership of our College is dedicated to
this mission and has revised our strategic plan
to focus on five critical initiatives to continue to
advance our College’s prominence in integrating
engineering and science in education and
research. These focal areas are student learning
and success, student quality and outreach,
research and economic development, national
recognition, and promoting diversity and
inclusiveness. I invite you to join with us as we
continue to strive to prepare the BEST engineers
and scientists for tomorrow.
Thanks again for your unwavering support of our
students, faculty and staff.

LEADERSHIP TEAM
Hisham Hegab
– Dean
Ramu Ramachandran
– Executive Associate Dean, Research
Heath Tims
– Associate Dean, Undergraduate Studies
Sumeet Dua
– Associate Dean, Graduate Studies
Jim Palmer
– Director, Biomedical Engineering, Chemical Engineering
Lee Sawyer
– Director, Chemistry, Nanosystems Engineering, Physics
David Hall
– Director, Civil Engineering, Construction Engineering Technology,
Mechanical Engineering
Galen Turner
– Director, Computer Science, Cyber Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
Electrical Engineering Technology
Katie Evans
– Director, Mathematics and Statistics, Industrial Engineering

STAY CONNECTED
COES.LaTech.edu
Learn more about the College of Engineering and Science.

Facebook.com/LaTechCOES
Get the latest University and College news.

LinkedIn.com/groups/2996958
Join our LinkedIn group and discuss events and network
with College alumni.
Instagram/LaTechCOES
Browse our photos and follow us.
YouTube/Louisiana Tech’s Channel
Browse our channel for student and faculty videos.

Best Regards,
Hisham Hegab, Ph.D.
Dean and Thigpen Professor
hhegab@latech.edu

Twitter.com/LATechCOES
Ask questions and get news.
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ENGAGING STUDENTS
THROUGH PROJECTS, RESEARCH AND TEACHING
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Austin Engen, Paden Sparks, Bryce Pfeiffer and Taylor Tuggle demonstrating
their senior project prototype of a rail platform drawbridge
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STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
ENGAGING STUDENTS:
Through Projects, Research and Teaching
Freshman Design
Hands-on experience starts early in the Louisiana
Tech engineering curriculum; first-year students in
the Living with the Lab and Living with Cyber programs
spend the Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters designing
and developing prototypes for the annual Freshman
Design Expo. Teams of students determine a problem
with products currently on the market and spend the
rest of the academic year solving the problem. The
student teams then present their projects for expert
judges at the culminating Expo.
2016 Freshman Design Awards Teams
1st: A Glimpse into the Future
2nd: Smart Cautery Pen
3rd: Venti Glove
Can-Do Award: Calorie Counter
Da Vinci Award: Auto Chair
Patent Pending Award: Hot Feet
Rolex Award: JAT Garage Door
Shoot the Moon Award: Intellibrella

Senior Design
The annual Senior Projects Conference provides
students with a chance to showcase hands-on research,
prototypes and simulations to business and community
leaders and academic professionals. Each Conference is
the culmination of a year of research and development.
In many cases, students work with local business
leaders to save them money or with leaders in their
fields to develop products or research to advance
science and technology.
The nearly 100 projects presented this year included
aerial unmanned vehicle prototypes, studies of

hydronic jets at the Large Hadron Collider in
Geneva, plans for construction, and solutions to
save time and money in industry and health care.
2016 Senior Projects Conference
Industrial Sponsors
A.J. Weller Corporation
American Ingenuity, LLC
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Aldea Services, LLC
Anvil Attachments
Bar J Ranch
Bill Lewis Outdoors
Cameron Corporation
Central Louisiana Surgical Hospital
ConAgra Foods
Con-Fab Engineering and Welding
Frymaster
Haynes International
Holy Angels Residential Facility
Louisiana Purchase Council of the Boy
Scouts of America
Louisiana Tech Chemistry Program
Manitowoc
Mojo Outdoors
NASA LA-Space Program
National Science Foundation
SWEPCO Power Plan
T.L. James Cub World Lake Pedestrian Bridge
WestRock Paper Mill
Weyerhauser
Vacant Property Security, LLC
If you would like to help support a senior design
project, contact College of Engineering and Science
Director of Development Gary Strebeck at
(318)257-4971 or gary@latech.edu.

Teaching Awards
Mr. Jeffery A. Pike, senior lecturer in civil
engineering and construction engineering
technology, received the 2016 F. Jay
Taylor Undergraduate Teaching Award
at the Louisiana Tech Spring Quarter
Commencement ceremony.
The F. Jay Taylor Undergraduate
Teaching Award was presented to Mr. Pike by Dr.
Patrick O’Neal, University Senate President. Mr.
Pike has been a lecturer in the Civil Engineering and
Construction Engineering Technology programs in the
College of Engineering and Science for seven years.
He is a graduate of the U.S. Military Academy at West
Point, New York, and served 22 years as an Airborne
Ranger Infantryman. He completed graduate work at
the University of Texas and is a licensed professional
engineer in three states.
Dr. Sumeet Dua, associate dean
of graduate studies for the
College, professor of computer
science and cyber engineering
and director of the Center for
Secure Cyberspace, received
the 2016 Professorship Award
for his excellence in teaching,
research and service at the
ceremony.
Dr. Dua's areas of expertise include database mining,
pattern recognition, data warehousing, clinical
informatics and bioinformatics, and he has received
numerous awards in these areas. He earned his
bachelor's degree at Thapar Institute of Engineering
and Technology, India in 1997 and his master's and
doctoral degrees from Louisiana State University in
2000 and 2001, respectively.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 4
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Bulldogs Without Borders in Haiti, (left to right): Ryan Joseph, Blaine Johnson, Savannah Burch, Logan Caskey, Uriel Salazar and Kendra Britton
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BULLDOGS WITHOUT BORDERS
BULLDOGS WITHOUT BORDERS:
Building a Better World
The Louisiana Tech University Bulldogs Without
Borders (BWB) spent the 2015-16 year developing
a solution to water desalination problems in Haiti.
After learning of a Wesley Foundation project in
Sous-a-Philippe, BWB worked to reverse engineer
the village desalination system using information
gathered during a scouting trip in early 2015.
Throughout the year, BWB designed plans and
raised money to send a team to work with locals
to implement changes to the system. BWB
raised more than $15,000 for a six-person team
to travel to Haiti. Funds came from a variety of
sources, including donations, grants and quarterly
fundraisers.
The team arrived in Haiti on May 22 to
begin restoration on the water desalination
system, which had been destroyed by a cattle
stampede more than 40 years ago. The team,
Ryan Joseph, mechanical engineering; Kendra
Britton, accounting; Logan Caskey, mechanical
engineering; Blaine Johnson, civil engineering;
Uriel Salazar, mechanical engineering; and
Savannah Burch, animal science, worked with
villagers and the Wesley Foundation team for
more than a month before returning to the
United States on July 5.
At the site, the BWB and Wesley Foundation
teams implemented an economically sustainable
solution and determined what critical repairs
would require and how to get materials to the
village. They worked to ensure that the majority
of the materials were available in Haiti and to
educate the community on how to construct
future solutions and make repairs.

Ryan Joseph, 2015-16 BWB president and Spring 2016
graduate, explains the project and what it means to be a
Bulldog – both as a student and as an alum below.
How did the broken desalination system become a BWB
project?
Thomas Himmel and Brooke Guajardo, both engineering
students from Louisiana Tech, went to Sous-a-Philippe
with the Wesley Foundation two summers ago and saw
the desalination system in ruins. They thought that
something could be done and brought the project to our
organization.
How did this experience affect you - on a personal and
on a professional level?
The experience of going overseas had a profound effect
on me. It made me really appreciate the small things
available here in the United States, like air conditioning,
drinkable tap water and the constant availability of
electricity. Some of the people in the village have just
a few pots and pans and the clothes on their back, but
they have everything they need: family, friends, a job,
and they make the most of everyday. That happiness
with life is one of the biggest things I took away from
the trip and plan to implement in my own life.
Professionally, I learned to design the solution for the
people it will serve. Haiti is very different from the
United States; people there don’t have access to the
same products and tools that you find here. We had to
find ways that parts could be procured, maintained and
repaired in-country and as cheaply as possible.
How did the work you did in Haiti shape the way you
think about global engineering problems?
The experience made me really think about how

the people would use the solution in the end. Every
situation is slightly different, and that is something that
helped shape the way I think about engineering and
global problems and the process of solving those issues.
My time at Tech prepared me to think outside the
box and look at every detail. When the scouting team
first arrived at the system, a lot of reverse engineering
had to be done to understand how the system worked.
We had to use skills that we learned from our classes.
That, coupled with the Tech atmosphere that promotes
continual improvement, pushed us to do the best job
possible.
As a new alumnus, what do you think was the most
important piece of your education here at Tech?
I’ve loved the collaborative aspect of my education at
Tech: group projects, group activities, and interacting
with people both within and outside my major.
I would like to add that everyone involved with the
Haitian desalination project really enjoyed their
experience overseas and helping people by using what
they learned in engineering from Louisiana Tech!
Bulldogs Without Borders 2016-17 Officers
Sam Johnson (president)
Uriel Salazar (vice president)
Jessica Supple (secretary)
Gavin Viator (treasurer)
Bulldogs Without Borders 2015-16 Officers
Ryan Joseph (president)
Kendra Britton (vice president)
Sam Johnson (secretary)
Zach Belton (treasurer)
Dr. Kelly Crittenden (advisor)
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 6

SOLVING TOMORROW’S
PROBLEMS TODAY

2016 Grand Challenge Scholars (left to right): Amara Uyanna,
Pranay Uttamchandani, Caroline Bell, Ryan Joseph and Sam Helman
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GRAND CHALLENGE SCHOLARS PROGRAM

GRAND CHALLENGE SCHOLARS PROGRAM:
Solving Tomorrow’s Problems Today
Five College of Engineering and Science students
completed the Grand Challenge Scholars Program
(GCSP) in Spring of 2016. The students, who make
up the largest cohort to graduate from Louisiana
Tech since the University joined the program in
2009, presented their work in the Louisiana Tech
University GCSP Showcase on May 9.

“This pledge will provide increased opportunities for
women and other underrepresented demographic
groups to pursue meaningful engineering
careers,” Dr. Hisham Hegab, dean of the College of
Engineering and Science, said. “It will also provide
employers with a more diverse and well-trained
workforce.”

Each of the students, Caroline Bell (biomedical
engineering), Sam Helman (mechanical engineering),
Ryan Joseph (mechanical engineering), Pranay
Uttamchandani (chemical engineering) and Amara
Uyanna (chemical engineering), presented their
experiences in the program to faculty, staff and
students. In the showcase, each student outlined
the research, courses and projects that he or she
completed as part of the program.

Louisiana Tech offers one of only 28 Grand Challenge
Scholars Programs in the United States, and was one
of the first universities in the nation to participate in
the program. The Grand Challenge Scholars Program
is an interdisciplinary, co-curricular program
designed to better prepare engineering graduates
to solve real-world, 21st century problems and to
enhance their leadership and interpersonal skills. To
better understand the broader social, cultural and
ethical implications of technology and address these
needs, students complete five components beyond
academic requirements: research, interdisciplinary
coursework, global awareness, service learning and
entrepreneurial experiences.

This record number of GCSP graduates brings the
total number of Louisiana Tech Grand Challenge
Scholars to 16 and comes on the heels of a pledge that
Louisiana Tech made to promote the Grand Challenge
Scholars Program among students. Last fall, Tech and
the College of Engineering and Science joined more
than 100 North American universities in a pledge to
support diversity in engineering.
The American Society for Engineering Education
(ASEE) pledge represents the College of Engineering
and Science’s dedication to providing inclusive
programs and opportunities for women and other
underrepresented minorities and to provide a more
diverse workforce for the science, technology,
engineering and mathematics fields.

Dr. Leland Weiss, associate professor of mechanical
engineering, molecular science and nanotechnology
and nanosystems engineering at the Louisiana Tech
Institute for Micromanufacturing and College of Engineering and Science, is the chair for the Louisiana
Tech Grand Challenge Scholars Program.
For more information about the program,visit
http://coes.latech.edu/grand_challenge/gcscholars_home.php

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 8

DESIGNING
DEFENSE

Darrian working with Dr. Wilson on a project
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UNDERGRADUATE SPOTLIGHT
UNDERGRADUATE SPOTLIGHT:
Designing Defense
Work hard in high school, and you might land a
position with a cutting-edge research lab and a NASA
fellowship – as a college freshman. Louisiana Tech
University Physics and Computer Science major,
Darrian Mills, says that his hard work at Greenwood
High School not only helped him stay focused, but also
helped him transition into college. While most freshmen
have spent the better part of the year acquainting
themselves with the work required to attain a degree,
Darrian has been researching innovative technologies
for national security with Dr. Chester Wilson, associate
professor of electrical engineering and nanosystems
engineering, and the American Strategic Technologies
research group. The research has earned him a
prestigious Minority Research Scholars Fellowship with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and additional support through Dr. Wilson’s lab.

The material can be used as an additive to make plastics
conductive, which, according to Dr. Wilson, is what
makes it so valuable to U.S. defense. “NASA and the
U.S. Air Force want composite, conductive plastics for
small lightweight spacecraft, to make communication
systems that survive in solar flares and electromagnetic
pulses made from space detonated nuclear weapons,” Dr.
Wilson said.
Dr. Wilson further asserts that this project is important
both in scope and in providing Darrian with experience
that is normally only available to graduate students
and select upperclassmen. “I’m always impressed by the
energy that undergraduate students bring to projects.
That energy is driving Darrian as he works on products
funded to help national security.”

The year-long NASA fellowship, awarded through the
Louisiana Space Consortium, and a National Science
Foundation (NSF) grant awarded through the Louisiana
Board of Regents will support Darrian as he spends
the next year at the Institute for Micromanufacturing
working with nanotechnology and 3D manufacturing
for national defense projects.

In addition to research duties for the NASA fellowship,
Darrian will act as a researcher and mentor through an
NSF grant this summer. The NSF grant, awarded to Dr.
Wilson in collaboration with Lindsey Keith-Vincent,
co-principal investigator and director of the Science
and Technology Education Center (SciTEC) at Louisiana
Tech’s College of Education, will provide Darrian with
the opportunity to give back to his alma mater by
mentoring students at Greenwood High School.

One of Darrian’s current projects includes working
to characterize graphene flakes, an inexpensive, new
nanostructured material that is made from carbon and
metal and can be used for radar imagery to monitor
spaceships. The graphene flakes that Darrian works
with are made through a proprietary process developed
at Louisiana Tech. The Tech process cuts the cost of
creating graphene by more than half. Darrian’s project
could ultimately help NASA and other U.S. government
agencies save millions of dollars while improving
national security.

“We at SciTEC in the College of Education are very
pleased to help serve extraordinarily talented high
school students through unique interdisciplinary
collaborations with outstanding colleagues such
as Dr. Wilson,” Director Keith-Vincent says of the
NSF collaboration. “Our team is thankful for the
invitation to be part of these unique educational
research experiences that help recruit outstanding
undergraduates to Louisiana Tech University and

prepare them to enter into competitive STEM
disciplines.”
Darrian says that he plans to try several different
projects during his tenure at Louisiana Tech, and the
NASA and NSF research areas are excellent starting
points.
“I believe that versatility is extremely important, and
what I really enjoy about working with Dr. Wilson is the
opportunity to work on a variety of projects. I believe
that this experience will prove invaluable for me in the
future.”

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 10

PREDICTING
SUCCESS

Bharat testing his seizure prediction software
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GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT
GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT:
Predicting Success
As an inventor, CEO and doctoral researcher,
Biomedical Engineering and Computer Science graduate
student Bharat Karumuri has had a busy year. He has
assisted in advancing a pacemaker for the brain, helped
start a medical software company and collaborated with
experts across the nation to build a business all while
maintaining his duties as both a student and a research
assistant at Dr. Leon Iasemidis’ Brain Dynamics
Laboratory at Louisiana Tech University.
Bharat has focused his research on predicting epileptic
seizures since joining Dr. Iasemidis’ team at the Brain
Dynamics Laboratory in 2013. This research has led
to his work with IntelliPace, an embedded software
module that predicts and prevents seizures with
a high rate of accuracy. Bharat helped develop the
module, which enables programmable, implantable
brain stimulators that have higher rates of therapeutic
efficiency and fewer side effects than those found with
modules that already exist in the neuromodulation
market. His presentation of the product won second
place and $1,500 at the 2016 Louisiana Tech TOPDAWG
New Venture Championship last spring.
IntelliPace is one of three products offered by EpiFocus,
LLC (EpiFocus), a company that Bharat helped found
and for which he currently serves as CEO. As with
the development of IntelliPace, many of Bharat’s
duties as acting CEO of EpiFocus, the medical software
company that he co-founded with Dr. Iasemidis,
director of the Center for Biomedical Engineering and
Rehabilitation Sciences, professor and Rhodes Eminent
Chair of biomedical engineering and head of The
Brain Dynamics Laboratory, are natural extensions of
his doctoral research. In addition to developing new
products to help detect and prevent seizures, Bharat
interacts with investors and experts across the nation

and works with Dr. Iasemidis and other advisory board
members to file patents and run clinical trials for U.S.
Food and Drug Administration approval.
Working closely with advisory board members,
Dr. Leon Iasemidis; Dr. Kostas Tsakalis, professor of
electrical engineering at Arizona State University; Dr.
Ioannis Vlachos, assistant professor of mathematics
and for the Center for Biomedical Engineering and
Rehabilitation Sciences at Louisiana Tech; and Dr. Balu
Krishnan, research associate at the Epilepsy Center of
the Cleveland Clinic, who have more than four decades
of research experience in brain research, and have
produced several breakthrough technologies in seizure
prediction and control, Bharat has developed an awardwinning business plan.
The EpiFocus business plan won six months of business
incubator space and $20,000 in seed money, and will be
located in the Enterprise Center. The company has two
utility patents and has submitted an additional patent
for review. Once Bharat completes his doctoral degree,
he expects to shift even more energy into growing
EpiFocus. He also plans to extend his expertise in
epileptic seizure prediction.
“Backed by such eminent scholars and the support
of our collaborators, I strongly believe we can make
EpiFocus, LLC the next big healthcare technology
company,” Bharat said.
In addition to his work with EpiFocus, Bharat has
authored a book chapter and six papers in nationally
recognized conference proceedings. He serves as an
assistant editor for the E & S magazine and has received
numerous awards and scholarships for academics and
research. He expects to graduate next summer with a

“As a biomedical engineer, the
greatest good that I can do for
another is use my knowledge to
make medical technology more
impactful and accessible to doctors
and patients.”
– Bharat Karumuri
doctoral degree in Biomedical Engineering and master’s
degree in Computer Science.
Bharat earned his first two Louisiana Tech degrees (a
Master of Science in Microsystems Engineering and a
Master of Science in Engineering with a concentration
in Biomedical Engineering) researching brain cancer
cells with Dr. Mark DeCoster, associate professor of
biomedical engineering, before shifting his focus from
studying cell cultures to developing algorithms.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 12

CONSTRUCTING
THE FUTURE

(left to right): Justin Coe, Colin Dunbar, Joseph Hagensee, Dr. Arden
Moore (faculty advisor) and Keunta Epps demonstrating their final
3D-printed prototype of an unmanned aerial vehicle made from
sustainable bioplastic
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SUSTAINABLE AERIAL VEHICLES

use of a 3d printer and biodegradable materials in the
building of the project. Using 3D printing and sustainable materials available at Tech, the team customized
the UAV with the ability to fly at speeds up to 500-feet
per minute and to carry a 100-gram payload 10 feet in
the air for 300 feet. It is also able to reach elevations of
200 feet above ground level.

SUSTAINABLE AERIAL VEHICLES:
Constructing the Future
If you saw a loyal blue and Tech red drone hovering
above Keeny Circle last spring, you probably saw mechanical engineers, Justin Coe, Colin Dunbar, Keunta
Epps and Joseph Hagensee showcasing an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV), their creation for the College’s
2016 Senior Projects Conference.
Justin, Colin, Keunta and Joseph designed the battery-operated UAV using environmentally friendly,
nontraditional materials available at Louisiana Tech
University under the guidance of Dr. Arden Moore,
assistant professor of mechanical engineering and
molecular science and nanotechnology at the Louisiana
Tech Institute of Micromanufacturing.
Dr. Moore assembled the team to build a UAV for a
Louisiana Space Consortium sub-award from National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) sponsored project. In addition to completing the requirements for a senior project, the student-led project could
help NASA improve its efforts to study UAV scientific
and environmental applications as well as establish an
infrastructure to enable and safely manage the widespread use of low-altitude airspace.
Although Dr. Moore provided the general motivation
behind the UAV, the students developed the design concept at every stage, from the quadcopter design to the

“Their choice of 3D printing as a means of fabrication allowed them to produce more complex shapes than they
might have been able to otherwise with this material on
a short time scale and a fixed budget,” Dr. Moore said. “It
also allowed them a great deal of design flexibility and
provided rapid movement from concept to realization.”
This project served to introduce the students to non-traditional engineering materials, environmental impact
considerations in developing solutions and the importance of material selection to achieving performance
goals. In addition, the project provided the students with
cutting-edge skills and hands-on experience in technologically important areas such as, (systems integration, UAV design, wireless communication/control and
sustainable material) while presenting them with the
specific needs, opportunities and challenges associated
with aerospace engineering. Over the course of the
project, students also learned about UAV regulations and
proposed uses in civilian and military applications and
familiarized themselves with current state-of-the-art in
both UAV and sustainable materials development.
The need for employees with experience designing,
developing and piloting UAVs is growing in the workforce. Career opportunities for individuals who can
develop and pilot drones include jobs with the aerospace
and defense, disaster relief, law enforcement, oil and gas
operations, agriculture, commercial contractors and film
industry companies.

“The advanced manufacturing
capabilities available to
students at Louisiana Tech at
the Thingery and throughout
campus really went a long way
to making this project a success,
and I’m glad we have those
resources.”
– Dr. Arden Moore

Dr. Moore says that the team showed valuable skills, not
only in designing and building a functioning UAV, but
also in performing the background research necessary
to do so and in using the equipment available.
“They showed sound engineering judgment throughout the project, and I think the final product exceeded
expectations,” Dr. Moore said.
The team’s hard work and creativity won them first
place in their division among Mechanical Engineering
senior projects, a feature on the local KNOE news and
the opportunity to present their project at the national
American Society of Engineering Education conference
in New Orleans this summer. The team represented one
of only a handful of student projects from around the
country to be presented at the conference. Team members discussed the project and answered questions from
conference attendees while presenting the final UAV for
exhibition.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 14

THE

WINNING TRADITION
CONTINUES

(left to right): Dr. Jim Palmer with Evan McDougall and Dustin Savage, the
first-place AIChE winners in the 2016 Best Senior Design Competition
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STUDENT AWARDS

STUDENT AWARDS:
The Winning Tradition Continues
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
(AIChE)
Louisiana Tech AIChE chapter members Evan
McDougall (chemical engineering) and Dustin Savage
(chemical engineering and nanosystems engineering)
won first place in the 2016 Best Senior Design
Competition at the AIChE Spring Meeting and 12th
Global Congress on Process Safety held in Houston,
Texas in April.

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
Associated General Contractors of America
(AGC)
Chi Epsilon Civil Engineering Honor Society
North American Society for Trenchless
Technology (NASTT)
The Louisiana Tech chapters of the ASCE, AGC, Chi
Epsilon Civil Engineering Honor Society and NASTT
honored the following outstanding juniors and seniors
during their winter banquet: Tyler Harrell (construction
engineering technology), Katherine “Katie” Lybrand
(civil engineering), James Ethan Nugent (construction
engineering technology), Mary Voisin (civil engineering)
and Mallory Walters (construction engineering
technology).
The ASCE chapter also won second place in the
College of Engineering and Science Cup competition
for community outreach, conference attendance and
participation in special competitions.

Engineering and Science Association (ESA)
The ESA organized a booth at the 2015-2016
Ruston Farmers’ Market to showcase “Sensational
STEMulations,” a project that promotes more diverse
participation in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics fields by providing hands-on activities

for children between the ages of 4 and 12. The ESA
also coordinated the 69th Annual Engineering and
Science Day at Louisiana Tech, and traveled to Baton
Rouge, New Orleans, Dallas and Houston to help
College leaders provide Engineering and Science
Days to high school students outside the Ruston area.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE)
The Louisiana Tech student chapter of the IEEE
participated in its first IEEEXtreme 24-Hour
Programming competition last fall against more than
2,400 teams from around the world.

Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIE)
Louisiana Tech’s student chapter of the IIE received
the 2015 Gold Award for its performance over the
previous year.

National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE)
NSBE won the Best Medium Chapter award for
Region V in 2016. The organization also won first
place in the College of Engineering and Science Cup
competition for community outreach, conference
attendance and participation in special competitions.

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
The SAE Baja team finished in the top 20 of nearly
100 collegiate teams competing in the suspension
course at the Collegiate Design Series. The team was
1 of only 16 to complete the suspension course and
received the highest score in team history for their
cost report and prototype cost.

Society of Physics Students (SPS)
The SPS won third place in the College of
Engineering and Science Cup competition for
community outreach, conference attendance and
participation in special competitions.

2016 COLLEGE OUTSTANDING STUDENTS
Outstanding Seniors
Jake Auger (mechanical engineering)
Morgan Bollich (chemical engineering)
Sam Helman (mechanical engineering)
Evan McDougall (chemical engineering)
John Owens III (computer science)
Joshua Tully (chemistry)
Outstanding Juniors
John Jacob Kraft IV (construction engineering technology)
Grant Reddoch (chemical engineering)
Arthur Hartie Spence II (biomedical engineering)
Ethan Sullivan (nanosystems engineering)
Caylin VanHook (electrical engineering and physics)
Luke Villermin (mechanical engineering)

MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Regional Awards
Matthew Fults (mathematics and electrical engineering)
won second place in the 11th Annual Louisiana/ Mississippi
MAA Integration Bee.
A team composed of Nicholas Collins (mathematics),
Austin Knies (mathematics and business), Joshua James
(mathematics) and Samuel Johnson (chemical engineering)
won first place in the Student Team competition at the Bee.

State Design Project
A team of four civil engineering students, Jean-Paul
Sandrock, German Velazquez, Dalton Champagne and
Morgan Harris, won first place in the senior design project
competition at the Louisiana Transportation Conference
2016. The Civil Engineering Program received a $1,000
award for the first-place project.
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FORGING THE
FUTURE

Photography major, Kori Teague, showing off her progress on the final project
and demonstrating some features of digital painting to Dr. Les Guice,
University President, during a visit he made to the class
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NEW FRONTIERS IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
NEW FRONTIERS IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH:
Forging the Future
The New Frontiers in Biomedical Research seminar
series began its fourth year this September. The series,
a University-wide, year-long program that brings
world-renowned researchers in biomedical research
to Louisiana Tech University, will continue to focus
on biomedical research while showcasing the broad,
interdisciplinary nature of the field.
Dr. Jamie Newman, Scott Weathersby Endowed
assistant professor in zoology/premedicine at the
Louisiana Tech College of Applied and Natural Sciences,
began the New Frontiers in Biomedical Research
(New Frontiers) seminar series in the Fall of 2013 as
an extension of a smaller seminar series that she had
developed to meet other stem cell biologists in Louisiana.
Later that year, Dr. Mary Caldorera-Moore, assistant
professor of biomedical engineering and nanosystems
engineering and director of Women Influencing
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (WiSTEM),
joined the team as co-organizer.
Drs. Newman and Caldorera-Moore have broadened the
New Frontiers series to include seminars by biomedical
research experts from all over the United States and
have developed collaborations with the Colleges of
Liberal Arts and Education.
Last year, the New Frontiers series expanded again
to include collaborations with the Louisiana Tech Art
Department, as Dr. Newman and Dr. Caldorera-Moore
brought Mr. Nicholas Bustamante, associate professor
and program chair of studio art – painting/drawing, into
the project. Mr. Bustamante began by designing art for
seminar marketing pieces. He then developed a class
project including scientific art that culminated in the
New Frontiers: Digital Painting exhibit and auction in
April 2016.

“The project provided students with valuable real-world
experience of working with a client,” Mr. Bustamante
said. “This was a unique interdisciplinary experience
that exposed students to new technologies and potential
career paths.
“Dr. Newman and Dr. Caldorera-Moore were an integral
part in initiating the collaboration. It was only by this
kind of mutual dedication and passion for bringing new
and innovative opportunities to our students that this
initiative was as successful and well received as it has
been.”
As it has grown, the program has developed a
community presence as well as a University presence.
The project is partially sponsored by the Lincoln Health
Foundation, and members of the Ruston community
are encouraged to attend the New Frontiers seminars
and events. Some guests give an additional lecture for
a more general audience to educate the community on
research that is relevant to them.
In addition, the New Frontiers program participates in
community service. This year, that service will include
bringing members of the Boys and Girls Club of North
Central Louisiana to Louisiana Tech to learn about
healthy living. Tech faculty and students in the Nursing,
Human Ecology and Kinesiology programs will present
the children with healthy eating and exercise options.
Drs. Newman and Caldorera-Moore recently spoke at
the national American Society of Engineering Education
conference in New Orleans on the increasingly
interdisciplinary nature of the series. The collaboration
has also been recognized by the Louisiana Academy
of Sciences. As a result, Drs. Newman and CaldoreraMoore and Mr. Bustamante will give a talk at next year’s

meeting, which will be hosted by Louisiana Tech, and
will feature student artwork.
Drs. Newman and Caldorera-Moore have scheduled
several speakers for the upcoming year to address
understanding and treating human health conditions
by applying solutions from diverse fields, such as
engineering, biology and chemistry.
“The series has definitely become interdisciplinary,
highlighting one of the unique qualities of Louisiana
Tech University and the ability of departments to come
together over shared interests,” Dr. Newman said.
Recorded seminars are available on the New Frontiers
in Biomedical Research website at
http://biomedicalresearch.wix.com/new-frontiers.
MEMBERS OF THE RUSTON COMMUNITY
– ADVANCE: ADVANCEing Faculty
– Center for Biological Engineering Rehabilitation Science
– Lincoln Health Foundation
– Louisiana Tech University
– Louisiana Tech University College of Applied and
Natural Sciences
– Louisiana Tech University College of Engineering and
Science
– Louisiana Tech University School of Biological Sciences
– Sigma Xi The Scientific Research Society
COLLABORATORS
– Louisiana Tech University College of Education
– Louisiana Tech University College of Liberal Arts
– Louisiana Tech University School of Design
– Office of Women in Science and Engineering
– SciTec
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INNOVATION
ACROSS PROJECTS

Dr. Jean Gourd with Cyberstorm displays from previous years
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

“One of the greatest
things about what
I get to do is that
it applies to a wide
range of areas, such as
education, research,
community and even
entertainment!”
– Dr. Jean Gourd
FACULTY SPOTLIGHT:
Innovation Across Projects
Dr. Jean Gourd, associate professor of computer science
and cyber engineering and chair of computer science,
is a man of diverse skills and interests. He’s a gourmet
cook who apprenticed under a French pastry chef, a
former professional magician, a Christian rock guitarist
who brews his own beer, and, of course, an expert in
cyber security and cyber engineering education.
As a professor at Louisiana Tech University, Dr. Gourd
has focused his energy on solving complex security
problems in cyberspace networks, both through
educating the next generation of cyber security experts
and through researching mobile code management and
intelligent software for cyber security.
Early in his career at Louisiana Tech, Dr. Gourd began
Cyber Storm, Louisiana Tech’s annual hackfest, to

provide students with hands-on experience in the latest
cyber defense techniques. The hackfest was originally
intended to give students in his upper-level Computer
Science class a chance to apply security defense
strategies to their own networks with the expectation
that the game atmosphere of the competition would
drive students to work hard to develop both network
defense and network attack strategies, thus giving
them valuable experience for the workplace. Over
time, the competition expanded to include more
Computer Science students and participation from
local industrial leaders as well as Cyber Engineering
students. PioneerRx, CSRA and Praeses provided
support for the 2016 event, and observers from United
States Department of Defense agencies such as the Air
Force attended the event along with faculty, staff and
administrators from local universities.
Dr. Gourd, the first program chair of the Cyber
Engineering program and the current chair of the
Computer Science program, has also been instrumental
in developing curricula for the first four-year
cyber engineering degree in the country and the
corresponding Living with Cyber program.
Living with Cyber is a hands-on, immersive program
based on Tech’s collaborative Living with the Lab
program. Living with Cyber provides beginning
Computer Science and Cyber Engineering students with
an understanding of the complexities of the cyber world
and basic programming in the visual programming
language, Scratch, and in basic programming languages,
Python and Java. The Living with Cyber program
completed its two-year pilot phase in the Spring of 2016
and began its first year of full phase this Fall.
In addition to his many other duties, Dr. Gourd is also a
member of the Louisiana Tech Cyber Discovery Camp,

a national cyber education program developed through
a partnership between the Cyber Innovation Center’s
National Integrated Cyber Education Research Center
(NICERC) academic program and Louisiana Tech to
engage high school students and teachers in historical,
ethical and social issues impacted by cyberspace as
well as working in hands-on Computer Science and
Cyber Engineering labs. He is also a member of Tech’s
Integrated STEM Research Center and the Center for
Secure Cyberspace, a collaboration between Tech and
Louisiana State University. His research focus is in
intelligent software for cyber security, and he currently
performs research for the United States Air Force Office
of Scientific Research and Air Force Research Lab.
Learn more about Dr. Gourd and his projects at
http://www.jeangourd.com/.
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CELEBRATING
50 YEARS
OF EXCELLENCE

Dr. Hall presenting Dr. Barron with a certificate of achievement for 50 years of service
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FACULTY ENGAGEMENT

“I have certainly enjoyed all of my
years at Tech, primarily because
of the outstanding people with
whom I have had the priviledge
to work.”
– Dr. Randall Barron

the program, and Dr. David Hall, director of civil and
mechanical engineering and construction engineering
technology presented the gifts to Dr. Barron
before announcing the winners of the of the Barnwell
Senior Design Presentation Awards.

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT:
Celebrating 50 Years of Excellence
Almost every Mechanical Engineering student who
has passed through Louisiana Tech since 1965 knows
Dr. Randall Barron. Despite retiring in 1997 after 30
years of service, Dr. Barron, professor emeritus of
mechanical engineering, has remained an integral part
of the College of Engineering and Science and recently
celebrated his 50th year with Tech.
Mechanical Engineering students, faculty and
staff celebrated with Dr. Barron as he received a
commemorative plaque, tee shirt, cap and bulldog
statue from the program at the 2016 Senior Projects
Conference. Dr. Henry Cardenas, program chair of

Dr. Barron has received numerous awards for his
dedication to Louisiana Tech, including the Outstanding
Alumnus Award for Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering, awarded in 1997. However, the biggest
legacy of his tenure with the University is the respect
and affection that his students have for him long after
they leave his class.
Dr. David Hall, director of civil and mechanical
engineering and construction engineering technology
and Tech graduate, says that one of the courses that
sticks out from his undergraduate education is Dr.
Barron’s “Renewable Energy Design” course, which he
took in the Fall of 1987.
“Dr. Barron has a unique way of making complex
subjects seem simple, showing students how to peel
away layers of complexity to focus on what really

matters when solving practical problems. Interesting
applications along with his quirky sense of humor make
Dr. Barron’s classes wildly popular with students.”
Over his history with Louisiana Tech, Dr.
Barron developed and taught undergraduate and
graduate courses, served as an advisor to more
than fifty graduate students, conducted research on a
variety of mechanical engineering topics and published
more than 48 journal articles as well as textbooks
on Cryogenic Heat Transfer, Industrial Noise Control and
Acoustics, and Design for Thermal Stresses.
Dr. Barron graduated from Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute in 1958 with a Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering. He received a Master of
Science degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1961 and
a doctoral degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1964,
both from Ohio State University. Dr. Barron joined
the Louisiana Tech Mechanical Engineering program
as an associate professor in 1965 and published one
of the most influential books in his field, Cryogenic
Systems, the next year.
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NEW FACULTY2016

Front Row (left to right): Dr. Hadi Baghi (Postdoctoral Assistant Civil Engineering), Dr. Dayana Adatorwovor (Lecturer of Mathematics and Statistics), Dr. Jinyuan Chen (Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering), Dr. Stacey McAdams (Lecturer of Mathematics and Statistics), Dr. Krystal Corbett (Lecturer of Mechanical Engineering) and Dr. Susan Moore (Adjunct Professor, Mathematics and Statistics)
Back Row (left to right): Dr. Scott Poh (Assistant Professor of Chemistry and Nanosystems Engineering), Dr. Rakhita Beminiwattha (Assistant Professor of Physics), Dr. Kasra Momeni (Assistant Professor of
Mechanical Engineering), Dr. Prashanna Bhattarai (Visiting Lecturer of Electrical Engineering Technology), Dr. Joan Lynam (Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering), Reggie Jeter (Professional in Residence
of Civil Engineering and Construction Engineering Technology) and Carl Boyet (Visiting Instructor of Mathematics and Statistics)
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ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT

2017 ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
FOUNDATION BOARD
Officers
Zeffrey Lucas (President-PE ‘84)
Retired Director
Wood Group PSN
Houston, TX

Jim Dixon (ME ‘70)
Retired President and CEO
Compucom
Dallas, TX

Sydney Johns (ChE ‘12)
Plant Services Engineer
Enable Midstream Partners
Haughton, LA

Danny Rea (PE ‘81)
Chief Operating Officer
Twin Eagle Resource Management
Spring, TX

Hilton Nicholson (Vice President-EE ‘80)
CEO
Cyber Reef Solutions
Haughton, LA

Bob Elder (University of Detroit Mercy)
Lieutenant General (Retired)
United States Air Force
Washington, DC

Mike Kern (ChE ‘71)
Retired Senior Vice President
The Huntsman Corp.
The Woodlands, TX

Mike Swain (EE ‘89)
Senior Sales Executive
Intel
Houston, TX

Ernest Green (Secretary-EE ‘81)
Vice President
Angus Chemical Plant
Sterlington, LA

Daniel Filer (CE ‘00)
Vice President Business Development
Ferrovial Agroman US
Austin, TX

Yogesh Khanna (Virginia Tech)
Chief Technology Officer
CRSA
Washington, DC

Selden Swain (IE ‘87)
Regional General Manager
Triumph International of Europe
Houston, TX

Bill Bailey (Treasurer-EE ‘87)
President
Radiance Technologies
Huntsville, AL

Taylor Fritz (IE ‘12)
Aftermarket Product Coordinator
Cameron International
Spring, TX

Paul Lemaire (CET ‘11)
JLL
Dallas, TX

Ray Weaver (GEOL ‘77)
Executive Vice President
East Texas Oil and Gas LLC
Tyler, TX

Directors

Kristin Ginn (ME ‘06)
Drillling Engineering Manager
GE Oil and Gas
Houston, TX

Justin Bounds (ME ‘11)
Maintenance Engineer
ExxonMobil
Baton Rouge, LA
Sean Callan (CE ‘97)
Vice President
AGI
Lake Forest, CA
Roger Danzy (ME ‘71)
Vice President of Technology
Dresser, Inc.
Pineville, LA

Brian Harrison (EET ‘84)
Captain (Retired)
United States Navy
Slidell, LA
Laurie Hunt (ChE ‘87)
Chlor-Alkali Supply Chair Director
Dow Chemical Company
Midland, MI
Ashley Isaacs (CET ‘09)
President / CEO
Isaacs Construction Services
Shreveport, LA

Don Plummer (CE ‘85)
Executive Vice President, HGA
West Monroe, LA
Janine Svigel Lotz (BmE/ChE ‘78)
Senior Project and Environmental Engineer
Lucite (formerly DuPont)
Brighton, TN
Kaitlyn McDaniel (ME ‘08)
Project Controls Lead
Dow Chemical Company
Houston, TX
Phillip Parker (CET ‘83)
President
P. R. Parker Co., Inc.
Shreveport, LA
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FEATURED SPONSORS
SUPPORTING SUCCESS:
Featured Sponsors
In 2016, the College of Engineering and Science
received support from several partners, including
Hunt, Guillot and Associates, ExxonMobil and the
Louisiana State Licensing Board for Contractors
and the Contractors Educational Trust Fund.
Donations from these partners help provide
materials and opportunities for engineering and
science faculty to engage students in real-world
experiences, including hands-on activities and
travel to competitions and conferences.

HGA’s combined gifts have established the Dr. Jack
Canterbury Sophomore Engineering Lab, the Jay Guillot
Freshman Honors Lab and the Don Plummer Freshman
Honors Lab.

Louisiana State Licensing Board for Contractors
and the Contractors Educational Trust Fund
The Louisiana State Licensing Board for Contractors
and the Contractors Educational Trust Fund (CETF)
made a donation of more than $362,000 to support the
Construction Engineering Technology program in the
College of Engineering and Science.

Hunt, Guillot and Associates
The College received a generous gift of $200,000
from Ruston engineering firm Hunt, Guillot and
Associates (HGA) to support its campaign to build a
new Integrated Engineering and Science Education
Building. This donation from HGA, its second
major gift to the project, will contribute to building
the largest academic building on the Louisiana
Tech campus and will provide much needed space
for the College’s project-based learning.

ExxonMobil also recruits engineering and science
graduates for careers with the company and participates
in networking events at the University.

Donations by the CETF are made possible through
voluntary licensure application or renewal process
fees paid by state general contractors. Funds collected
from these fees are awarded to Louisiana universities
with accredited construction programs to enhance
these programs and provide opportunities to educate
and prepare students to contribute to the construction
industry in Louisiana.

ExxonMobil
Over the past year, ExxonMobil has donated more
than $150,000 to the College through its Educational
Matching Gift Program, a program in which the
company matches the donations of employees, their
spouses, retirees and surviving spouses on a three-toone basis, for up to $22,500 to colleges and universities
across the United States.
In addition to the Educational Matching Gift Program,
ExxonMobil provides support to the College of
Engineering and Science through donations of
money and time to academic programs and student
organizations such as the Society of Women
Engineers and the National Society of Black Engineers.
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For more information about opportunities to give to the
College, contact Gary Strebeck, Office of Development, at
gary@latech.edu or (318) 257-4971.

ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

Scott Robey ‘88, Biomedical Engineering
Vice President of Marketing at Regenesis Biomedical, Inc.
Jerry Hudson B.S. ’62, M.S. ‘76, Chemical Engineering
Retired Engineering Manager and Vice President/ General Manager
of BE&K, Mobile, AL Office
Mike Pearson ‘69, Civil Engineering
Retired President and CEO of Orion Marine
Jack Wisterman ‘53, Electrical Engineering
Retired Professor of Electrical Engineering at Louisiana Tech
James Lamar Joyner ‘59, Industrial Engineering
Retired Chief of the Kennedy Space Center Reliability and Safety
Engineering Division in the Mission Assurance Directorate
Melvin R. Corley ‘70, Mechanical Engineering
Retired Academic Director for Mechanical Engineering, Civil
Engineering and Construction Engineering Technology and
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering at Louisiana Tech
Ken Hart ‘85, Construction Engineering Technology
Co-Owner of SSi Incorporated and Vice President and Manager of
the SSi Project Management and Estimating Team
Chris Remont ‘93, Electrical Engineering Technology
Director of Program Management for Bollinger Shipyards
George W. “GW” Estep II ‘88, Computer Science
President and CEO of ZedaSoft, Inc.
Paula Craigo ‘80, Chemistry
Medical Co-Director of the Mayo Clinic Multidisciplinary Medical
Simulation Center and Co-Chair of the Mayo Tri-State Simulation
Council

(left to right) Dean Hisham Hegab, GW Estep, Rebekah Durham (representing her late father Jack Wisterman), Paul Teague,
Mike Pearson, Dr. Paula Craigo, Melinda Parker (representing her late father Jerry Hudson), Chris Remont, Dr. Andrew Green,
Ken Hart, Dr. Melvin Corley

J. Andrew Green ‘89, Physics
Applied Physicist for National Security Technologies
F. Russell Richards ‘65, Mathematics & Statistics
Consultant with F.R. Richards Operations Research
L. Paul Teague ‘56, Petroleum Engineering
Retired Texaco Executive and Director of Cimarex Energy Company
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jim dixon
INDUCTED INTO
THE IT HALL
OF FAME

Bob Faletra, CEO of The Channel Company, (left) and Todd Thibodeaux, President
and CEO of CompTIA, (right) present Jim Dixon with the IT hall of fame award
during the induction ceremony

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:
Jim Dixon Inducted into the IT Hall of Fame
Jim Dixon, a 1970 graduate of Louisiana Tech’s
Mechanical Engineering program and a former CEO,
chair and executive chair of CompuCom Systems,
Inc., was recently inducted into the IT Hall of Fame.
The IT Hall of Fame, administered by the Computing
Technology Industry Association (CompTIA), recognizes
individuals who have made outstanding contributions
or provided exceptional service to the information
technology (IT) channel, as well as those responsible
for outstanding technology innovations or business
transformations.
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Jim began his career with IBM and then served as CEO
of CompuCom from 1987 to 1996, overseeing growth of
the company from $150 million to more than $1.5 billion.
He returned as CEO in 2004 and transformed the
company structure from predominantly hardware sales
to a powerhouse in IT outsourcing and services. Jim
served as CEO until 2014 and then served as chairman
of the board until his retirement in 2016. Throughout
his career, Jim achieved tremendous business success
while focusing on customer satisfaction and core values.
Industry colleagues were unanimous in their praise
of Jim’s career, business acumen and leadership style.
“CompTIA is honored to celebrate the inspiration,
ingenuity, visionary nature and transformative

leadership that has made Jim Dixon the IT channel’s
“Comeback King,” said Todd Thibodeaux, president and
CEO of CompTIA.
“Jim Dixon is a true leader with an exceptional record of
professional success and heart,” said Frank Vitagliano,
vice chairman of the CompTIA Board of Directors and
vice president, global channel strategies and programs
for Dell.
Jim remains active in retirement as an industry
consultant and also serves on the board of directors of
the Engineering and Science Foundation at Louisiana
Tech.

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:
Mike Burrow Named Outstanding CEO
Mike Burrow,
Louisiana Tech
University Mechanical
Engineering alumnus
(1969) and CEO of
Burrow Global, was
recently named the
2016 Outstanding
Large-Sized Company
CEO by the Houston
Business Journal.
Annual Houston
Business Journal
Outstanding CEO
award winners are business leaders who demonstrate
good instincts, have the ability to make strong decisions
and make sound growth strategies. Winners are selected
based on their contribution to company success, civic
involvement and career achievement.
“It’s quite an honor,” Mike said. “I am extremely proud
of all of our employees, clients and business partners
who have contributed to this achievement. It is quite
humbling to be recognized in such a way, and I am
excited about continuing to lead Burrow Global, one of
the premier EPC companies in our industry.”
Mike has provided engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) services to the process industries
for more than 40 years and has led more than 30
acquisitions during his career. Retiring as CEO of
ENGlobal Corporation in 2007, Mike founded Burrow
Global in 2009, a full-service EPC solution provider with
specialized expertise in automation, industrial buildings,
and instrument and electrical systems. Between 2010
and 2012, Burrow Global grew 1,085 percent and was

recognized in 2013 by the Houston Business Journal as
the fastest-growing business in the Houston area.
The tremendous growth of Mike’s company was
interrupted in 2013 when an internal audit discovered
significant financial irregularities. Mike says he believes
one of the reasons for his receiving this honor is the
manner in which he and his company addressed the
issue. They temporarily reduced the size of the company
and made a commitment to paying their suppliers
in full. Once the irregularities were addressed, their
business success resumed, and Burrow Global currently
boasts more than 1,200 employees.
In addition to being an award-winning CEO, Mike is
a board member of the Texas Energy Museum and a
board member of his local council of the Boy Scouts of
America.

PHILANTHROPY:
Students and Alumni Respond
In the last several months, College of Engineering and
Science students and alumni have responded to several
philanthropic challenges and opportunities.
As part of the 2016 Spring and Summer
Commencement ceremonies, graduating students were
invited to participate in a philanthropic challenge,
“Lincolns Back to Lincoln.” Dr. Heath Tims, professor
of mechanical engineering and associate dean of
undergraduate studies, developed the idea, which
he unveiled last spring with assistance from the
University Foundation and a generous donation by the
Bank of Ruston. At graduation check in, each student
was presented with an envelope containing a $5 bill
(a Lincoln) and a challenge that they immediately

donate it to the University/College (back to Lincoln)
through the University Foundation as their first alumni
charitable contribution. More than 90 percent of the
new graduates accepted the challenge and made the
gift, and several made larger gifts. In all, more than 200
graduating seniors are now annual givers to the College.
Dr. Tims said of his idea, “We want to maintain a
connection with our graduating students and introduce
them to the concept of supporting the College as
alumni, and we thought the “Lincolns Back to Lincoln”
challenge would be a fun and easy way for them to do
so immediately upon graduation. It is gratifying to see
the new graduates invest back in the College.”
Last summer, the University Foundation coordinated a
phonathon in which Tech students contacted thousands
of alumni for gifts. College of Engineering and Science
alumni led in the number of gifts made and the largest
average gift amount. In total, more than $26,000 was
pledged by College alumni. The student phonathon
will resume in early 2017 to generate additional funds
for Tech’s colleges and programs; Thanks in advance
for interacting with our students and supporting their
efforts.
Our College is blessed with generous alumni support;
Thanks to all who have made gifts (and initiated
corporate matching gifts) over the last year. The College
receives much of its philanthropic support at the end of
the calendar year.
For more information about making a gift to benefit our College,
contact Gary Strebeck at gary@latech.edu or at (318)257-4971.
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INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS

The Industrial Partners Program creates unique opportunities for companies to interact with our students
and faculty. It also provides the College with resources to enhance our academic programs so that we are
able to produce graduates that meet the current and future needs of industry.
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